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SHALL THE CITY OF CHICAGO
EMPLOY PERMANENTLY
1,000 ADDITIONAL POLICEMEN?
A PROPOSITION TO BE VOTED UPON AT
THE PRIMARY ELECfION SEPTEMBER 10, 1919

NO

VOTE

The Claim That Chicago Is Numerically Underpoliced Is Not True.
The Real Need Is Not More Men But More Effective Use of the Present
Force.
Chicago Now Has as Large a Force in Proportion to Population as Have
New York and Other Cities.
New York Has One Policeman for Every 517 Inhabitants; Chicago, One
for Every 479. If 1,000 Men Are Added to the Force, Chicago Then
Will Have One Policeman for Every 406 Inhabitants.
Chicago Policemen Are Better Paid Than Those of Any Other Large City
in the Country.
One Thousand More Policemen Will Necessitate a Further Increase of 20
Per Cent in Taxes for General Corporate Purposes.

WOMEN MAY VOTE ON THIS PROPOSITION.
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SHALL THE CITY. OF CHICAGO EMPLOY
PERMANENTLY 1,000 ADDITIONAL POLICEMEN?

To the Voters of the City of Chicago:

At the Primary Election to be held on September 10
there will be submitted to the voters of Chicago the following question:
"Shall the City Council of the City of Chicago
make an additional appropriation for the fiscal year
ending December 31, 1919, of six hundred thousand
dollars for the Department of Police for the employ:
ment during the remainder of said fiscal year of one
thousand police patrolmen in addition to those provided for by the Annual Appropriation Bill for
19197"
The foregoing statement of the proposition as it will
appear upon the ballot does not indicate either the significance or the importance of the question to be voted
upon.
At the time that the City Council decided to submit this
matter, to the voters, it also made the fonowing declaration:
"It is the sense of the Council that in su~mitting
this proflosition, the City Council advises the voters
that the form of the question is in compliance with
the statutory requirements; that the intention is, if
the question is voted upon in the ?ffirmative by the
voters, to add 1,000 R;dditional policemen to the force
permanently if conditions warrant; that to do so will
necessitate borrowing a total of $2,800,000 [$2,100,000], and when the Legislature convenes in 1921 to
request the Legislature to increase the tax levy to
pay the amount borrowed and to provide .for the
maintenance of the 1,000 additional men."
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The real questions presented, therefore, are:(1) Shall the City of Chicago employ permanently
1,000 additional policemen?
(2) In order to do so, shall it create a debt of $2,100,000 during the next 18 months 7
(3) When the Legislature convenes in 1921 shall taxes
be further increased to pay this debt and to meet the
continuing expense for salaries and pension fund purposesT
The issues involved in this referendum promise to be
far-reaching in their effect. Notwiths~anding the necessarily restricted statement of the proposition as it ,viII
appear upon the ballot-a statement which fails completely to disclose the real purpose and intention of the
City Council in presenting it-the aldermen plan . to interpret an affi11native vote as a'uthority from the people
not only to appropriate and expend an additional $600,000 prior to January 1, 1920, b'lti to a·dd permanently
1,000 'tnore 'men to the force and to incur the indebtedness
involved in so doing. City finances are now badly' crippled
and if the proposed plan is carried out it will add further
serious complications. An affirmative vote will also be
used as an ar,qU/ment with the Legislature for additional
taxing powet·s.
The Chicago Bureau of Public Efficiency believes that
the additional men proposed are not needed if the present
force is effectively utilized. It has no hesitation, therefore, in advising voters to oppose the proposition.
City officials are citing the recent race riots and present
and anticipated labor disturbances in support of their
demand for more patrolmen. Race riot.s and strikes present temporary emergencies, but they afford no basis
for permanently increasing the number of police. ~{ore-
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over, the disturbances recently experienced by this city
were not due to a shortage of policemen. By pointing to
them, however, police and other officials apparently hope
to frighten the community and thereby to influence voters
in favor of the proposition. In short, city officials are
obviously taking advantage of a temporary situation to
obtain a permanent increase in the department which they
have failed to secure in the past and which they could not
hope to obtain under other circumstances.
The Bureau believes that if voters generally participate in the coming election the proposition will be defeated. The chief hope of its sponsors lies in the fact that it
is to be submitted at the party primaries and the possibility that the vote cast will be a light one, participated
in to a large extent by those who make a business of politics, who look upon the policeman as a useful political
asset, and who may be expected to vote for an increase in
the force. It is highly important, therefore, that voters
who are opposed to the proposition bestir themselves to
go to the polls on Septmnber 10 and vote against it.
It will be unfortunate indeed if through the apathy and
indifference of the general public the proposition shall
carry by the votes of a small number of interested partisans and the result shall be interpreted as representing
the views of the larger number W}lO failed to vote.
MORE POLICE NOT NEEDED

The claim frequently Inade, especially in recent months,
that the Chicago Police Department is undermanned as
compared with the departments of other large citiesparticularly N e,v York-is not true. The total authorized strength of the New York department, including not
only patrolmen but conlmanding officers, detectives, ad-
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ministrative officials, police telephone operators, clerks,
stenographers, janitors and other caretakers, is approximately 11,600. The population of New York (based on
U. S. Census estimate) is 6,000,00. New York, therefore,
has one member of the department for every 517 inhabitants.
Comparable figures for Chicago are as follows: Authorized strength of department (including park police)
5,530* ; population, 2,650,000-0ne member of the department for every 479 inhabitants. If 1,000 men are added
to the force, Chicago will have one member for every 406
inhabi tan ts.
Notwithstanding these facts, police officials here have
in the past repeatedly asserted that New York had 11,500
police, while Chicago had but 3,500-the latter figure representing Chicago's patrol'n1,en only, while the former represents the total strength of the New York Department,
including not only patrolmen but commanding officers,
detectives, and all others. This erroneous comparison,
the incorrectness of which was disclosed to the Council
Finance Committee by the Bureau of Public Efficiency
several months ago, is typical of much of the inaccurate
and misleading data presented in support of the claim
that there is a shortage of policemen in Chica~o.
Detroit has an authorized police department numbering 1,750; a population estimated at 1,000,000-one menlber of the department for every 571 inhabitants.
Boston has an authorized force of approximately 1,900
and a population estimated at 790,000, or one member
of the department for every 416 inhabitants. Boston,
·Thls figure does not Include the 1,000 temporary patrolmen recently
authorized by the City Council.
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therefore, on the face of the figures has more police in
proportion to its population than Chicago. However, in
considering these Boston figures, it should be borne in
mind that density of population is an important factor in
determining the number of police required. Generally,
as density of population increases-as the number of people who live and transact business ,vithin any area
becomes greater-the need for policemen in proportion
to population also increases. The City of Boston represents only the more thickly populated portion of a large
metropolitan- community, and the average density of population within Boston itself is greater than the average
density of population in Chicago. If figures as to population and police quotas for the entire Boston commullity,
including the outlying, less densely populated areas were
available, the number of inhabitants for each policeman
would probably be substantially increased.
Buffalo has a force of 1,080, an estimated population
of approximately 500,000-one member of the force for
every 463 inhabitants.
Philadelphia, with a population estimated at 1,800,000,
and a police department of 4,600, or one member for
each 391 inhabitants, obviously has more police in proportion to its population than any of the other cities above
mentioned.
The foregoing cities are specifically mentioned in this
statement because they are the cities in which police COllditions have been recently investigated by the Police
Committee of the City Council, and detailed information
concerning them is available. The figures published by
the Federal Census Bureau show, however, that the per
capita cost of police service is greater in Chicago than ill
most other cities having a popUlation of 300,000 or over.
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In view of the foregoing facts, the Bureau believes
that it cannot fairly be said that Chicago is numerically
underpoliced as compared with other large cities. On the
other hand, it is unquestionably true that Chicago fails
to utilize its present police force to the same extent that
other cities utilize their forces. The effectiveness of the
Chicago department might be greatly increased by reducing the number of men now assigned to police station
duties, patrol wagon and ambulance service, license work,
and special details. It is generally conceded by those
familiar with the present police organization in Chicago
that there are too many" soft snaps" within the department, and that there is urgent need for abolishing such
places and thereby making it possible to assign more men
to patrol duty on the streets.
The Police Committee of the Oity Council since returning from its recent visit to eastern cities has proposed
to put into effect changes along the line above indicated.
This Comlnittee estimates that by so doing at least 975
members of the department now assigned to special work
can be released for the general police work for which the
1,000 additional men (the question of whose employment
is about to be submitted to the voters) are requested.
~ferely assigning more of the present force to patrol duty
will not, however, bring satisfactory police conditions unless the morale of the department is also radically improved.
TIlE FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED

rrhe pennanent employment of 1,000 additional patrolInen will involve salary expenditures as follows:
$ 600,000 in 1919
1,500,000 in 1920
1,680,000 in 1921
1,800,000 in 1922 and following years.
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In addition to these direct expenditures, the City will
incur a liability to the pension fund ag'gregating approximately $240,000 during 1919 and 1920. During 1921 and
following years the pension fund liability will be about
$200,000 per year.
The ~fayor recently requested the Council to provide
not only additional patrolmen but also "the necessary
sergeants, lieutenants and captains efficiently to officer
same." Provision for additional commanding officers
has been abandoned temporarily at least, but is liable to
be Iuade later, thereby adding still further expense.
Even if the funds were available, the Bureau believes
that the Council would not be justified in expending thenl
for additional patrolmen. But no funds are, or will be,
available without a further increase in taxes, and to incur
the proposed liability under such circumstances is wholly
indefensible.
It is planned to finance teInporarily the $2,] 00,000 salary expenditures to be incurred prior to 1921 by diverting to this purpose moneys intended for the payment of
loans heretofore made to the City by Chicago banks.
During 1918 the banks twice advanced the City llioney
for payroll purposes. When the question of repaying
a portion of these loans was under consideration by the
Finance Committee of the City Council in February,
1919, the Bureau of Public Efficiency proposed that they
be repaid immediately in full, and that payment be made
in part by the application of certain current funds and in
part by the issuance of bonds. The plan thus proposed
was adopted by the Committee, and the voters were asked
to approve the issuance of the bonds, which they did.
The Bureau (and also other civic organizations) supported the bond issue. But for its confidence that the
Committee and the Council would carry out that part of
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the program involving partial payment from current
funds, such support would not have been given. The
Bureau now feels that the Council cannot in good faith
divert such funds to the employment of additional police.
The bankers, whose consent is necessary to the success
of any such proposal, ought not to be parties to it.
There are other reasons also why the voters ought to
reject the present plan for financing an enlarged police
force and why the bankers ought not in any way to partici pa te in it.
The well-meaning efforts of the bankers to assist the
City during 1918 have tended seriously to demoralize
City finances. The fact that last year when the City had
apparently reached the limit of its resources the banks
stepped in and provided additional funds has encouraged the feeling that there is an inexhaustible supply of
this kind of reyenue whenever a seemingly urgent need
can be presented. This applies to the attitude of the
1Iayor, department heads, many aldermen, and City employes generally. The plea of a shortage of funds is no
longer a bar to demands for expenditures of any kind
provided it is thought that the necessity for them will
appeal to the bankers. "Let the bankers do it" is the
slogan under such circumstances, and the indifference
and easy unconcern with which all classes of City officials discuss creating debts to be financed temporarily
by the banks and ultimately by increasing ta.."'{es or issuing bonds is shocking even to those who are hardened
in the ways of municipal finance.
The incurring of liabilities, where no revenue with
which to meet them has been authorized, and their temporary payment through loans from the banks should
stop. The voters ought emphatically to disapprove of
this kind of financing, and the bankers have a moral
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obligation to the community to do their part to end the
practice by refusing further advances for this purpose.
If the proposition receives an affirmative vote and the
plan for temporary financing succeeds, the next step in
the program will be an appeal to the Legislature, when
it convenes in 1921, for an increase in the City's tax
rate with which to pay the debt of $2,100,000 then incurred, and also to cover the continuing annual liability
of $2,000,000 or more for salaries and pension fund purposes.
The Legislature which recently adjourned increased the City's tax rate for general corporate purposes
80 per cent. Notwithstanding this, there promises to be a
deficit in the corporate fund in 1920 unless the Council
curtails its present rate of expenditure. Deficits will continue to recur and to accumulate unless the Legislature
enlarges the City's taxing powers.
The expense involved in employing 1,000 n10re patrolmen will necessitate increasing the City tax rate for general corporate purposes an additio.n al 20 per cent above
the rate which has prevailed for several years, and ,viII
add materially to the City's financial difficulties which
are serious enough now.
The tax increases granted by the last Legislature have
not yet been felt by the taxpayers. But tax bills in 1920
will be at least one-third higher than they ,vere in 1919.
Once this fact is brought home to the citizens of Chicago,
there is likely to develop determined opposition both to
further bond issues and to further tax increases.
This Bureau has said heretofore, and now repeats, that
it has no sympathy with the attitude of those who oppose
all tax increases merely because they mean larger demands upon those who pay taxes. The real question is
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,vhether the money raised by taxation is to be efficiently
expended for a justifiable public purpose.
The Bureau believes, however, that if the plan to enlarge the police force is persisted in, organizations and
individuals should work to defeat both tax increases and
bond issues sought either for the continuance of the
larger force or for the payment of the principal and in':..
terest of the debt to the banks incurred for the employment of additional men prior to the convening of Legislature in 1921.
If the Legislature should heed this opposition and refuse to grant the increase called for, it would then be
necessary to discharge the men temporarily employeu,
and the debt incurred in the meantime would remain unpaid. In this case the banks, if they assume the responsibility of financing the plan, would be placed in the position of foregoing indefinitely the payment of their clainl
both as to principal and interest; or if they should seek
to enforce payment, police and other service would have
to be reduced even below present standards and the very
purpose for which the money was advanced would be
defeated.
,T he addition of 1,000 policemen to the present force is
not only unnecessary but it involves many financial dangers. The voters ought to defeat the proposition.
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